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The Chemistry Behind Airbags 

 

     According to Newton’s Laws of Motion, we know that moving objects have momentum and 

that unless an outside force acts upon the moving object, the object will continue to move at its 

current speed in a straight line. When a car crashes, the force required to stop the passengers 

inside from moving is very great because there is an extremely fast change in momentum and not 

a lot of time to stop.1 The goal of an airbag is to be faster than the forward lurch of the passenger 

in the crash, so that the passenger does not slam into whatever part of the car is in front of him 

but also to make sure that the experience is as safe/comfortable as it can be.  

     The parts of an airbag include: the bag itself, a sensor that tells the bag to inflate, and a 

chemical inflation system.  

     The air bag inflation process begins with a great enough force, like a crash, to trigger the 

sensors that are on the front part of the car that detect a collision. The sensors send out an 

electronic signal that travels to a canister in the chemical inflation system that contains sodium 

azide, and the electrical signal causes a small measure of igniter compound to explode. The heat 

from the ignition will trigger a reaction with the sodium azide causing it to fill the air bag up and 

stop the momentum of the passenger. The reason automotive engineers use sodium azide or 

NaN3 is because when it is heated, the molecule will quickly fall apart and produce enough 

nitrogen gas to fill an air bag. This reaction happens so quickly, that the airbag will inflate in 

only 30 milliseconds, or 0.03 seconds.2  

     Through the use of a chemical reaction between heat and sodium azide, air bags are able to 

inflate quickly enough to stop the passenger from moving forward and also keep them safe while 

doing so.  

                                                        
1 "How Airbags Work | HowStuffWorks." N.p., n.d. Web. 21 Oct. 2016.  
2 "How Do Air Bags Work? - Scientific American." N.p., n.d. Web. 21 Oct. 2016.  
 



 

 
 

 
[The diagram above shows how (1) the crash sensor detects high impact (2) an electric signal is sent to the inflator 

(3) the sodium azide is triggered to explode and create nitrogen gas (4) the airbag balloons out in approximately 0.03 

seconds.] 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

[The photo above shows the chemical components of the air bag and how they are situated inside] 
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Air   Bags 

Ever   since   their   release   in   the   1980’s,   airbags   have   saved   thousands   of   lives.   An   airbag   is 

truly   a   lifesaver.   Activating   within   less   than   1/10th   of   a   second   of   a   collision,   the   airbag   strives   to 

slow   the   passenger’s   forward   momentum   in   the   event   of   a   car   accident.  

The   airbag   is   activated   when   an   extreme,   sudden   slowing   of   speed   takes   place.   An 

accelerometer   detects   the   deceleration   and   when   it   becomes   too   great,   it   activates   the   airbag.   The 

accelerometer   sends   an   electrical   current   through   a   heating   mechanism   and   the   heat   is   then   used 

to   ignite   a   chemical   explosion.   A   mix   of   sodium   azide   and   potassium   nitrate   explodes   as   a   result 

and   an   enormous   amount   of   nitrogen   gas   is   produced.   The   nitrogen   fills   up   the   nylon   bag   at 

speeds   of   up   to   200   MPH.   As   soon   as   the   crash   victim   hits   the   airbag,   the   protective   mechanism 

begins   to   rapidly   deflate   because   of   holes   on   the   side   of   the   bag.   If   it   did   not   deflate,   the 

compressed   nitrogen   would   create   a   surface   as   solid   as   a   rock.  

If   you   have   ever   been   in   a   car   accident,   you   will   know   exactly   how   hard   and   fast   an 

airbag   deploys   and   hits.   However,   it   is   much   better   than   the   alternative,   flying   through   the   front 

windshield.   The   airbag   is   an   intricately   designed   invention,   activating   at   exactly   the   right 

moment   and   providing   just   enough   force   to   stop   your   forward   momentum.  
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You are driving down the freeway, and you suddenly get hit from behind, the airbag in your 

steering wheel fills your face, and you realize that it just saved your life.  Have you ever wondered 

what goes on to make that airbag inflate?  There’s more to it than what you might think there is.  Rather

than a gas combustion, or a motor, a chemical reaction is involved the process of making that airbag fill

your face.  

A collision is first detected by

a crash sensor that is located either on 

the front of the car, or to the side.  One 

of the multiple types of crash sensors is 

a roller sensor.  When impacted, the 

shock forces the weight inside the coil 

of wire to roll out, and hit one of the 

contacts.  (As seen in fig. 1)  When this 

happens, the contact sends an electric 

signal to the container that stores the 

chemicals that cause the reaction.  

Another type of sensor is the mass-

type sensor.  This sensor works on the same

general idea as the roller sensor.  An abrupt 

stop thrusts the gold plated ball forward 

into the contacts, which hit the terminal, 

that then sends the electrical signal to the 

container.  (As seen in fig. 2)

When the electrical signal gets to the

canister, it lights a small amount of the 

ignitor compound.  This reaction gets hot 

enough to trigger the decomposition of the chemical, sodium azide, which produces nitrogen gas and 

fills the airbag.  The chemical reaction that takes place is, 2 NaN3 --> 2 Na + 3 N2.  

Crash Sensor (fig. 1)

Contact

Weight Wire

Mass-Sensor
(fig. 2)



Sodium azide, the primary chemical in the reaction,

is basically a colorless salt, that is quite stable under 

ordinary conditions.  In an airbag situation, the sodium

azide is in the form of black pellets.  Once it is heated, 

it will start to deteriorate, creating nitrogen gas.  Only 

130 grams of sodium azide creates 67 liters of the 

nitrogen gas, which is enough to fill an average airbag.

If sodium azide is

mixed with water, it

quickly reacts, and

creates sodium

hydroxide, which is quite toxic if it got in the eyes, nose, or mouth.  So to

reduce the dangers, airbag manufactures mix a metallic  

oxidizer, that also reacts with the sodium azide, but aren’t 

harmful.  Thus reducing the risk of getting poisoned by an 

airbag.  

The length of time for this whole process is only 30 

milliseconds, or 0.03 second.  It is fast enough, because 

approximately 50 milliseconds or 0.05 second after the crash, 

the driver hits the airbag, which absorbs the oncoming energy.  

Sodium Azide Composition 
(fig. 3)

Sodium Azide Structure
(fig. 4)

Picture of the whole airbag 
setup.  (fig. 4)
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Airbag Research Paper 
 

 
Imagine you are involved in a car crash. The airbag explodes precisely in 1/100 of a 

second and saves you from a paralyzing injury. How does the airbag explode so quickly? There 
are specific and orderly chemical reactions that happen in the airbag, allowing it to inflate and 
explode safely. 

To elaborate further, a vehicle’s collision is detected by a sensor, which sends an 
electrical signal to the canister containing a toxic chemical called sodium azide (NaN3). The 
electrical circuit ignites the sodium azide, causing it to decompose into two remaining chemicals, 
which are, sodium (Na) and nitrogen gas (N3). Nitrogen gas inflates the airbag. Sodium 
however, is dangerous and must react with potassium nitrate (KNO3) and silicon dioxide (SiO2) 
to produce a harmless form of glass known as silicate. By now the chemical reactions have 
finished and the airbag is full of nitrogen gas, which absorb the energy from the inertia of the 
person impacted by the bag, all occurring within 1/100 of a second.  

In a reference to chemistry, Thomas Jefferson once said, “I think it, among the most 
useful of sciences, and big with future discoveries for the utility and safety of the human race.” 
The invention of airbags through studies of chemistry confirm Jefferson’s words, proving 
chemistry gives way for the future and safety of the human race.  
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